[Age 70 and older a criterion for inclusion - not exclusion].
Although older people are frequently prescribed more drugs than younger people, they are rarely included in clinical trials. Elderly patients often suffer from multimorbidity and are prescribed many drugs simultaneously. With age, physiological changes occur that can affect the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of the drugs used, e.g., changes in the duration of action. There are several problematic implications to this, particularly relating to tolerability and possible negative effects for patients. Not only are guidelines for the treatment of elderly patients lacking, but also basic information about efficacy, tolerability, and interactions of drugs that are commonly prescribed to the elderly often missing. Physicians sometimes have no choice but to estimate the correct dosages for the elderly. Evaluations of secondary data and clinical trials, discussion, and analysis of basic research work on the basis of expert analysis. There are very few clinical trials that include people over the age of 70. On the one hand, elderly people receive more drug prescriptions due to multimorbidity, compared with younger people, while on the other hand the risk of adverse drug reaction increases for precisely these individuals. In order to improve treatment safety in older people in terms of duration and dosage, randomized control trials (RCT) are essential to provide evidence of the benefits of a drug to patients. For this reason, the call for clinical trials after as well as before authorization, on patients treated with these drugs-and that especially means elderly patients-is long overdue.